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Date published:&nbsp;April 4, 2024The FCC has announced that it will vote to restore the net neutrality rules stripped away by the Trump administration during an agency meeting on April 25. Read more about FCC Prepares To Restore Net Neutrality, But The New Rules Might Be Weaker Than The Ones Discarded By TrumpTechDirt
	Thoughts about Volt Typhoon
What is Volt Typhoon? A cybersecurity expert explains the Chinese hackers targeting US critical infrastructure
Richard Forno, University of Maryland, Baltimore County Read more about Thoughts about Volt Typhoon  
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	Tool Without A Handle:  Are You Not Trained? - Part 2
This post addresses whether, in light of what’s noted thus far, copyright law requires AI model builders to license all such content, and thus whether a mandatory licensing scheme to enable fair exchange of value between creators of protected content and the AI model builders should be created. 
My answer is a caveated “no” – for the moment, no copyright claim has persuaded a court that licensing is required to avoid infringing the rights of copyright holders in scanned/scraped works used to train AI models.[3]  There remain arguments that use of content to train AI models is protected by fair use principles, which permit use of a protected work for study and to create transformative new works, and many AI model builders continue to defend these arguments.  
Nonetheless, I believe a voluntary (or regulatorily encouraged) comprehensive licensing regime is both likely and preferable, for at least three reasons:
1) Distribution models already fail to allocate a reasonable and sustainable share of revenue for creative works to compensate artists who invented the works (including the concepts underlying the work) and undertook the risks, time, and other expense in bringing them into existence; AI could tip the balance here such that it works a material harm on the pace and profit of creative work;
2) Misinformation concerns already constitute a compelling interest that government regulation can and should address.  The fight against misinformation enjoys substantial advantages where content can be properly attributed to its true creator, including creators who build off of licensed content to create their own works (e.g., parody entertainment).  Thus, a licensing scheme furthers both public and private interests related to reducing misinformation (and disinformation);
3) It’s easier to contract than to sue, and it’s preferable to contract than to operate against uncertainty about material issues such as the lawfulness of model training.  Many firms will prefer to reduce such uncertainty, and many more deals will be struck, and more innovations launched, in its absence.  There are strong commercial incentives for firms to create efficient and industry-wide tools and processes that enable such risk reductions. Read more about Tool Without A Handle:  Are You Not Trained? - Part 2
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Related Topics:&nbsp;artificial intelligence
	How to Strengthen the FCC’s Proposed Net Neutrality Protections by Closing Loopholes and Matching the  2015 Open Internet Order
The Federal Communications Commission is looking to restore net neutrality for all Americans. The FCC published its proposal, a so-called Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM), in October 2023. The comments period ended in mid-January. A vote is expected in late April. Read more about How to Strengthen the FCC’s Proposed Net Neutrality Protections by Closing Loopholes and Matching the  2015 Open Internet Order  
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	FAQs About The NetChoice Cases at the Supreme Court, Part 2
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Read more about FAQs About The NetChoice Cases at the Supreme Court, Part 2
	Over-the-air updates and regulatory recalls
Automakers (including Tesla, Daimer, Ford, and GM) as well as automated-driving developers (including  Read more about Over-the-air updates and regulatory recalls  
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Related Topics:&nbsp;Automated Driving
	New Paper on AI-Generated CSAM
Today, Lawfare published my paper on the law and policy implications of AI-generated child sex abuse material (CSAM), and there’s a podcast episode accompanying it featuring me and my Internet Observatory colleague David Thiel. Read more about New Paper on AI-Generated CSAM  
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	FAQs about the NetChoice Cases at the Supreme Court, Part 1
The Supreme Court is about to review a constitutional challenge to two unprecedented and very complicated laws regulating social media. The laws were enacted by Texas and Florida in order to counter “censorship” and alleged anti-conservative bias of major Internet platforms like Facebook or YouTube. Both laws have “must-carry” rules that restrict platforms’ ability to moderate content under their preferred editorial policies, and “transparency” rules including requirements for platforms to notify users when their posts have been moderated. Read more about FAQs about the NetChoice Cases at the Supreme Court, Part 1  
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Related Topics:&nbsp;Intermediary Liability
	On Cruise's Crash (and Quinn's Report)
Cruise has now released a preliminary report by Quinn Emanuel, the law firm that the company hired to review its response to its infamous October 2023 crash in California. A few initial thoughts: Read more about On Cruise&#039;s Crash (and Quinn&#039;s Report)  
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Related Topics:&nbsp;Automated Driving
	Reply Comments In the Matter of Safeguarding and Securing the Open Internet
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Author(s):&nbsp;Barbara van SchewickRead more about Reply Comments In the Matter of Safeguarding and Securing the Open InternetPublication Date:&nbsp;January 17, 2024Publication Type:&nbsp;Regulatory FilingIntroduction
 

I welcome the opportunity to submit reply comments to this proceeding.
 
I submit my comments as a professor of law and, by courtesy, electrical engineering at Stanford University whose research focuses on Internet architecture, innovation, and regulation. I have a Ph.D. in computer science and a law degree and have worked on net neutrality for the past 23 years.
 
I have not been retained or paid by anyone to participate in this proceeding, and I speak only for myself.

